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GOAL SETTING
 

We will all be at very different positions in regards to our present
goals, so if you already have firm goals in place what I would like
you to do is revisit your goals, check they still resonate with you

and update them if needed.  
 

The information here is just to get some goals down, a sense of
focus for you to operate on.  With each moon cycle we will focus

on specific areas, from the zodiac sign the moon is in, to highlight
the goals in that area (as well as your main focus areas you are
resonating with at that time) to make the most of that universal

energy whilst it is around. 
 

For me the astrological energies are helpful and can give a little
boost, think of it as when they hit the NOS button in all the Fast
and Furious movies and get the injection of sp, the NOS is that

zodiac signs energy so if you work with it rather than against it
you're flying!

 
I want you to think as BIG and as specific as possible for each

area of your life  Don’t worry these are not set in stone and you
will be able to add more specifics later as you begin manifesting

and visualising what it is you want.
 

You can take some time out to really think and meditate on what
you want, how does it feel in your heart when you think about

the outcome of these goals?  Or you can do quick fire round and
give yourself a limit of a minute to think on each one and see

what pops into your head each time.
 

We will look at multiple areas of your life that could need work,
and lets face it every one of us wants to work on every area of

our lives…there is always more to do right?
 
 
 
 
 



 
Think about the following and set your ideas/goals for each

area:
 

- Spiritual Growth/Personal Development - What do you want
for your own emotional growth

 
- Relationships - Romantic - Are there area’s that can be

improved, or do you want to attract someone.
 

- Relationships - Friends/Family - Do you invest enough time
here? What would you ideals be?

 
- Health & Fitness - Are there things you want to do, run a 5k or

marathon, commit to yoga or a gym routine?
 

- Joy & Hobbies - What makes you happy? Are you doing enough
of that.

 
- Career/Work - Are there things you can strive for at work?

Small or big. Steps and changes?
 

- Finances - Do you have saving goals, debt clearance?
 

- Community - Do you have things you want to give back to the
community? Human, Animal, Environment are the 3 main houses

here do you radiate to one or more? Could you achieve
something to help that area? Recycle more, be nice to someone,

volunteer.
 
 

On the following page is a Balance Wheel which you can print
out, it is a great way to get a snap shot of your life right now. 

 You can block colour in each pie section up to the number
relating to how well/productive that part of your life it.  They will
all be different levels. For me, at the time of writing this, career is

8 but romance is 3; As I'm presently not texting someone back
ha! The aim is over longer term to be able to get them more

balanced and as high as possible. It may help you decided which
goals are more important to you right now.



Balance Wheel



 
So to begin with you may have a few goals, others will have

plenty (I'm always in this category I blame being an air sign and
always in my head!) What is important is you have something to

focus on, something you can work with to start using LOA and
trusting the universe has your back.

 
The more we do over the coming weeks and months the more
goals you will create and have, big and small.  We will add in

over time addressing physical and mental blocks on these goals
and we will work with the moon cycles and other universal tools

to heighten your instinct and pull energy towards you making
you a manifestation magnet!

 
For now have your goals somewhere you can see them, journal,

post-it on the wall or in your phone.  If you are comfortable
sharing some of them in the group that would be fantastic. I am

sure there will be some similar ones in there. I will also be
sharing my goals as I am on this journey with you. 

 
As we are, at the time of writing, still in the growing moon

phase, which works on attracting things to u, for the new moon
in Gemini I wanted to touch base on the astrological (NOS haha)

from Gemini.
 

Gemini is all about communication, putting yourself and your
message out there.  Business networking, marketing and

negotiation all prominent under the Gemini new moon.  We can
really open new roads with this moon energy.  If there is

anything in your goals that would benefit from this type of
energy - I would suggest that for the next few days (until the full-

moon) you focus on that specific area as much as you can. 
 

At the full moon and during the decreasing phase of the moon we
focus on releasing and removing things from our path so for now

please try to focus on what you want to bring in and I will tell
you when we are working to release. 

 


